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Wellbeing at Work

Creating human-centered workspaces goes beyond 

simply providing chairs and desks. Steelcase offers a  

full spectrum of product solutions—organizational 

worktools, computer support tools and task lighting— 

to transform any office into a complete ecosystem of 

workspaces that promote wellbeing and productivity.

of workers experience discomfort on the job
fastcodesign.com

85%

of workers felt like they weren’t doing their 
best because of discomfort on the job
fastcodesign.com

37%
IM#: 15-0011171  |  SM: SERIES BENCH (ACACIA WORKSURFACE),  
FUNCTIONAL SCREEN (COGENT CONNECT CONCORD), GESTURE  
CHAIR (COGENT CONNECT MALT), DASH LIGHT (ARCTIC WHITE) 
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Designing for Wellbeing

Organizational worktools like SOTO offer a wide range of options that provide convenient storage, technology management 

and organization. Task lighting such as the dash LED Task Light (above and right, top image) easily adjusts to provide optimal 

lighting in nearly every environment, reducing eyestrain and improving worker comfort. Computer support tools—flat panel 

monitor arms, technology management, laptop shelves and keyboard platforms—bring technology to the worker, maximize 

workspace and adapt to posture changes.

IM#: 15-0011117  |  SM: SERIES BENCH (ACACIA WORKSURFACE), UNIVERSAL STORAGE (ARCTIC WHITE WITH ACACIA TOP), GESTURE CHAIR (COGENT CONNECT MALT) 

IM#: 15-0011119  |  SM: SERIES BENCH (ACACIA WORKSURFACE), FUNCTIONAL SCREEN  
(COGENT CONNECT CONCORD), GESTURE CHAIR (COGENT CONNECT MALT), DASH LIGHT (ARCTIC WHITE)

IM#: 14-0006011  |  SM: UNIVERSAL STRAIGHT (ACACIA WORKSURFACE WITH ARCTIC WHITE LEGS),  
GESTURE CHAIR (COGENT CONNECT MALT), MONITOR PAD (ARCTIC WHITE), LAPTOP SHELF
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A Range of Spaces

When spaces accommodate both social and work needs—with open spaces for collaborative 

work or more private spaces for heads down work—people feel more engaged and connected 

to their colleagues. FYI monitor arms adjust to improve productivity while supporting multiple 

postures as people move throughout the day. Slatwall and SlatRail organizational worktools 

make the most of vertical space, allowing workers to personalize their environment while 

providing efficient organization.

IM#: 14-0006010  |  SM: FUNCTIONAL SCREEN (COGENT CONNECT ROYAL BLUE), SLAT RAIL IM#: 15-0007487  |  SM: SERIES 5 (ACACIA WORKSURFACE), FUNCTIONAL SCREEN (COGENT CONNECT TANGERINE), UNIVERSAL STORAGE (ACACIA TOP), THINK CHAIR
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RESIDENT WORKERS PRIVATE OFFICE

This private office workspace utilizes worksurfaces and storage with the added technology 
support of a Volley monitor arm, while worktools provide additional organization. Task lighting 
completes the workspace. Elective Elements allows users to customize their workspace to 
meet individual needs with layered worksurfaces.

For those with assigned spaces, this 6'x6' multi-functional workspace provides a full suite of 
customizable productivity tools. Modular workstations are designed with built-in flexibility to 
balance privacy and collaboration, embrace interconnectivity and optimize real estate.

Featured Products

1 Answer panel system

2 Answer modular workstation

3 Slatwall

4 Slatwall organizational worktools

5 Stella keyboard support

6 Eyesite monitor arm

7 Footrest

8 CPU holder

Featured Products

1 Elective Elements

2 Volley monitor arm

3 Slatwall

4 Slatwall organizational worktools

5 dash freestanding task light

6 Antimicrobial desk pad

7 Antimicrobial ergo edge
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SUSTAINABILITY

RESIDENT BENCHING

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, 
environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating good. It’s 
not only about creating value, it’s about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about 
expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term wellbeing of 
current and future generations.

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our products, we work to consider each 
stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. 
We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and voluntary product declarations.

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are communicated in an annual Corporate 
Sustainability Report.

Designed for various levels of mobility and collaboration, FrameOne benching supports 
employees with accessories and worktools to fit their individual preferences—from keyboard 
supports with palm rests to adjustable monitor arms. Space and lighting are maximized with 
organizational worktools and individual task lighting.

Featured Products

1 FrameOne benching

2 CF Series heavy-duty monitor arm

3 Freestanding Slatwall

4 Slatwall organizational worktools

5 SOTO LED rail-mounted task light

6 FrameOne keyboard support 
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